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Dear Kent Masters,

Congratulations on taking the reins on April 20 as CEO of Albemarle, the world’s most
important lithium producer.

As I’m sure you are aware, the Big Story in lithium today is your partner at Talison,
Tottering Tianqi Lithium. I’m writing to encourage you and your board to pursue vigorously
control of 100% of Windfield Holdings, parent to Talison and the world class Greenbushes
asset. Perhaps in a further partnership with Mineral Resources. 

In the context of current market oversupply and abundant brown and greenfield lithium
projects globally, I disagree with those who suggest such a takeover would be rejected on
anti-trust grounds. But it would likely enable healthy iron-ore-like market discipline and
sustained ALB profitability as your increasingly important Western auto OEM customers no
doubt seek to exert downward pricing pressure with volume purchases. As importantly, in a
world newly concerned with supply chain resiliency, full Talison control would provide
increased security from non-China controlled resources of the most exciting and fastest-
growing specialty chemical in the world: the irreplaceable energy storage element, lithium.

I realize that ALB’s bromine and catalyst businesses are newly suffering, Moody’s has
downgraded its Baa2 investment grade credit rating outlook from stable to negative, Loop
Capital its equity rating from Buy to Sell, and ALB’s #1 stated priority to maintain its
growing dividend may be at risk. As you transition to CEO and in the context of global
uncertainty, I presume you’ll be tempted to proceed cautiously. But *Fortune Favors the
Bold*, to borrow a wartime phrase apropos to our times of invisible enemy COVID-19,
trade disputes, and an accelerating China vs. non-China de-globalization narrative.

Until recently, I was virtually certain China would never allow the Greenbushes crown jewel
they fought hard to acquire in 2012 slip from their grasp. ALB’s predecessor Rockwood, as
you well know from your board seat then, backed down from taking 100% of Talison once
Rockwood CEO Seifi Gashemi realized the Australian government would not intervene, and
understood a bidding war with zero-cost-of-capital China circa 2012 was no recipe for
shareholder value creation for a disciplined NYSE blue-chip acquiror.

Australia’s Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) shocked the market last month by
stopping CATL affiliate Yibin Tianyi from investing $14.1M into AVZ – an ASX-listed
junior developing a lithium project in the Democratic Republic of Congo. AVZ suggested
FIRB informed them that advancing this project is “against Australia’s national interest”.
This decision followed FIRB’s rejection of a $20M investment into West Australia heavy
rare earth developer Northern Minerals by China’s Baogang. 

In other words – the game has rapidly changed in COVID-19-influenced Morrison-led
Australia, working in partnership with an increasingly attentive USA partner on critical
minerals matters. It appears the will is there to not allow China/CITIC to simply orchestrate
a bailout of zombie Tianqi so its national champions CATL and BYD can gain a competitive
global advantage of cheap raw material supply. Any change from 51% control at Talison
should require FIRB approval. 

I understand Rockwood’s $475M purchase of 49% of Talison in 2014 was welcomed so
Tianqi could re-pay its state lenders what at the time seemed a lot of debt. That ~$1B see-
through valuation for 100% Talison is a relevant reference point for current valuation.
Talison is producing ~3 times the volume of spodumene today, so a ~$1.5B price tag for half
of Greenbushes seems an appropriate ballpark. This figure is also in line with the $3.5B
valuation presented in more bullish lithium price times for 100% of Talison in the competent
person’s report accompanying Tianqi’s 2018 red herring prospectus for its failed Hong Kong
IPO. $1.5B could be considered a bargain relative to the $1.3B in economic value ALB paid
to JV with Mineral Resources at Wodgina and Kemerton.

A translation of Tianqi’s recent filings show their wholly owned Talison Lithium Australia
subsidiary is overdue in paying Windfield Holdings for some recent deliveries of
spodumene. And that if they default on this payment, which seems likely absent China
government/bank support, Albemarle’s shareholders agreement at Windfield gives it the
right to buy Tianqi’s stake at 90% of “fair value”.

I’m not sure how “fair value” would be defined, but it seems the circumstances could give
ALB a leg up over potential competing offers which I think Greenbushes should attract.
Australian iron ore players having been minting cash of late, have very strong balance sheets
and are a likely fit to invest countercyclically: Fortescue has been investigating lithium for a
few years and as JV partner with ALB at Talison no doubt could become a New Force in
Lithium. Likewise Rio Tinto which has invested some $200M+ advancing Jadar in Serbia
and is touting lithium tailings in California. But neither have specialty chemical skills and,
like Albemarle, prefer to be in control – I’d prefer to see RIO or FMG as buyers of ALB at a
market top in a few years time. BHP’s also been mooted as a possible Talison suitor, but
their CEO has publicly talked down lithium, so I view them as less likely.  

Tianqi’s problems at its Kwinana hydroxide plant must be very hard for anyone to diligence
with any degree of confidence in an M&A process, but it could be worth seeking to fix,
rather than build Kemerton, if available at a deep discount to the USD 700M reportedly
invested to date. I think that concept, though, is likely better for Wesfarmers and/or SQM to
contemplate for their Mt Holland JV.

Tianqi’s Shenzen-listed stock – which is not available to sell short – trades at an inflated
market cap of ~$3.5B. With $3.5B debt due in November, Tianqi is effectively bankrupt and
should be trading more like distressed USA-listed oil shale producers. I find it amazing the
company's Chairman and CEO haven't already been sacked for such disastrous investment
decisions and operating performance.

Press reports suggest that the M&A process that investment bank Grant Samuel is running
for Tianqi is offering only “part” of Talison/Greenbushes. It strikes me as unlikely
Albemarle would welcome the 51/49 Tianqi/ALB Windfield shareholders’ agreement being
re-written as a 3-way agreement.  And, if I’m right on valuation, even a full sale of 51% +
Kwinana (fire sale $200M?) + $1.3B for its 26% SQM stake will not be sufficient to settle
its $3.5B in debt.

A relevant question for which I don’t have an answer is what would happen to Tianqi’s three
Chinese converters currently supplied via long-term off-take agreement from Greenbushes.
I’ll leave that to you and your advisors at Bank of America Merrill Lynch. 

I asked Luke Kissam in my Lithium-ion Rocks podcast interview last May if, as an
American company, the world’s #1 lithium producer and the most important supplier to the
world’s #1 EV producer Tesla, he saw an opportunity – or a responsibility -- to lead an
American industry away from 65%+ China lithium processing reliance. I was a bit
disappointed in his passive response – “it’s hard to do as a global company. You gotta go
where your customers are”.

Foresight is 2030. With 2020 vision Albemarle’s preferred western auto OEM customers
will be increasingly in Europe and North America. The US Government supported
Albemarle’s predecessor Rockwood with Department of Energy funds for its North Carolina
hydroxide expansion in 2010. In the context of strong collaboration between US and
Australia, a bid by Albemarle for Greenbushes – possibly with further minority partnership
with well managed and fast-growing Mineral Resources -- would no doubt garner strong
support from US and Australia authorities. 

Albemarle has stated previously it might seek to divest its other assets at some stage and
become a “pure play” lithium growth story. Spending $1.5B plus or minus on Talison would
likely require ALB putting its catalysts and/or bromine business on the block to reduce its
debt – admittedly an inopportune time. But that’s a small price to pay in my opinion. The
“cash cow” logic of those businesses to finance ALB’s lithium growth seems to have
changed. In the context of once-in-a-century dividend cuts at oil majors like Shell,
displacing ALB’s #1 priority dividend growth mindset with an even deeper commitment to
clean energy lithium growth has more logic.

A Talison acquisition combined with a catalyst and/or bromine sale should enable ALB to
still achieve its 2021 cash flow positive guidance and to begin outperforming again its Basic
Materials S&P 500 constituents from 2022 and beyond as lithium enters its “hockey stick”
period with sustained elevated prices. Exiting oil-correlated catalysts would further solidify
ALB’s sustainability credentials, and attract increasingly relevant ESG-focused investors
which could translate again into a high premium EV/EBITDA multiple.

ALB vs. SP 500 Basic Materials ETF from July 14, 2014 announcement of Rockwood
acquisition

I understand that Wall Street recognizes your track record as a calculated risk taker and
proven shareholder value creator, and look forward to your replicating similar success as
you achieved as CEO of Foster Wheeler.

The serendipity of Talison availability at a lithium market bottom is likely an unrepeatable
opportunity.

Fortune Favors the Bold:  Albemarle Red, White and Blue Sky in Greenbushes.

My podcast partner Rodney Hooper and I look forward to interviewing you one day on
Lithium-ion Rocks!

Warm Regards,

Howard Klein

RK Equity, Lithium-ion Bull, Lithium-ion Rocks!
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Thanks Howard - enjoyed the read

Howard Klein
Founder & Partner, RK Equity
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